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There exists a 2-dimensional 6-state 9-neighbor deterministic asynchronous cell 
space (alternatively, a nondeterministic synchronous cell space) capable of 
simulating the safe behavior of any Petri net. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
A common feature of older papers on cell spaces (von Neumann, 1966, 
Burks, 1970, Codd, 1968, Smith, 1968, Banks, 1971) is the synchronous 
operation of all cells of a space. Although it has been outlined already by 
Burks (1970) that the mode of operation of a cell space needs not be 
homogeneous and deterministic, asynchronous cell spaces have much later 
been presented and studied more extensively. A cell space operates 
asynchronously if any number of cells may switch when the space changes 
state. This is equivalent to synchronous nondeterministic cell spaces where a 
waiting transition is included in the nondeterministic local transition relation 
of every cell. 
It can often be noticed in the literature that in order to prove 
asynchronicity to be "universal" in some sense, it is tried to construct for a 
given synchronous cell space an asynchronous one doing essentially the 
same. In Nakamura (1974) (similar to a more general technique of 
Rosenstiehl, 1972), this is achieved in a local cell state preserving manner by 
tripling the number of cell states of a given synchronous pace, in Golze 
(1978) global synchronous patterns are preserved under asynchronous 
operation by increasing the space dimension by one. 
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One of the reasons for such a proceeding lies in the fact that for all 
classical concepts of a universal logic (Boolean functions, switching algebra, 
switching networks, etc.), implementations u ually involve global clocks. It 
seems unnatural, however, to demonstrate the universality of an 
asynchronous system by its power to simulate synchronous systems as there 
is now a considerable body of material on asynchronous computational 
structures. Among them, Petri nets are probably the best studied systems. 
A first attempt to implement these asynchronous conceptions directly in 2- 
dimensional asynchronous calculi (Thue-systems) is found in Priese (1974). 
These subpattern substituting Thue-systems are related with the systems of 
Eigen (1975), but they constitute no cell spaces in the sense of this paper. 
In the present paper it is shown how any safe marking of a Petri net and 
its behavior can be implemented in a very simple asynchronous cell space. 
As every bounded marking is simulatable by a safe marking, the restriction 
to safe markings is insignificant. Nets with safe markings are of practical 
importance because the discovery of an unsafe marking usually indicates a 
modelling error. 
2. CELL SPACES, PETRI NETS, AND SIMULATION 
Both Petri nets and cell spaces are modular devices exhibiting parallel 
operation. While the modules of Petri nets (places and transitions) are very 
simple devices, connected in an almost arbitrary way, with binary inputs and 
outputs and a one-symbol stack, the modules of cell spaces (cells) are iden- 
tical finite automata with identical interconnection patterns. 
A cell space may switch synchronously (all cells change state 
simultaneously) or asynchronously (any number of cells may switch). The 
first case has been studied extensively by Aladyev (1974), Burks (1970), 
Carstens and Golze (1981), Codd (1968), Cole (1969), Golze (1976), 
Maruoka and Kimura (1977), Richardson (1972), Smith (1971), Thatcher 
(1970), Toffoli (1976), Yaku (1976), Yamada and Amoroso (1971) and 
others, but also the asynchronous case is attracting a growing amount of 
attention (e.g., Golze, 1978, Lipton et al., 1977, Nakamura, 1974, Priese, 
1978). 
The components of a Petri net are always understood to operate 
asynchronously. To allow an easier mathematical treatment as well as a 
more realistic model of certain decision conflicts, one ever~ postulates the 
restriction that at a given time, at most one component or an independent 
set of components may switch. The literature on Petri nets cannot even be 
approximated by a few names; for a survey see Peterson (1981) and St~rke 
(1980). 
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Let E be a binary relation with domain dom E and range rg E. It is-useful 
to associate with E two functions E and E assigning to every set C the 
sets /~(C) = {b C rg E: ~a E C((a, b) E E)} ~and E(C) = {a C dom E: 3b E 
C((a,b)~E)}. (If E is a function, E is often denoted as E - I . )  To avoid 
7 parentheses, an r-ary relation E_~ Xk=~Ak will be considered as the binary 
r--1 relation with dom E _~ Xk= 1Ak and rg E ~_A r. When unambiguous, {a} is 
identified with a. For n C N 0 = N U {0}, E n denotes the n-fold composition 
of a binary relation (E ° = id). E*(C) = Une~,o En(C) describes all points that 
can be reached from some element of C by a finite chain of pairs of E. The 
coordinate projection projk picks the kth component out of an element of a 
cartesian product. 
The following formal definition of cell space will closely follow Golze 
(1978). A (nondeterministic) ell structure Z consists of a dimension d C N, 
a finite set of cell states Q having at least two elements, and for some 
positive integer m, a local transition relation f ~_ Qm+~, where domf= Qm 
and a neighborhood template N C (Za) m. Z is deterministic i f f  is a function. 
For every cell structure there is a synchronous interpretation involving 
discrete time steps at which all cells switch simultaneously, and an 
asynchronous one where each cell switches whenever it likes. 
Let C be the set of all configurations c: Za-~ Q (more generally called 
states). All configurations c' that may arise from a given one c by applying 
the local transition relation to all cells in sbme switch set W are given by the 
switch relation E. For its exact definition, we require 
domE = 2 ~ X C, rgE_  C and (W,c ,c ' )  ~E~ Vx C Zd: 
[x ~ ~v~ c(x) = c'(x)] 
A [x E W=> (c(x + proj lX ) ..... c(x + prOjiul U), c'(x)) C f]. 
Thus a cell x changes its cell state according to the local transition relat ionf 
in dependence on the cell states of the neighbors x + projl N,..., if x is in the 
nondeterministically chosen switch set W, and remains constant otherwise. 
An F~ C 2 is the synchronous transition relation if F= {(c,c'): 
(Z d,c ,c ' )  EE} and the asynchronous transition relation if F= 
/(c, c'): ~ w( (w,  c, c') ~ E)}. 
Let SY-CA (AS-CA) denote the class of (a-)synchronous cell spaces 
Z=(d ,Q, f ,N ,F ) ,  where (d,Q,f ,N) is a cell structure and F its 
(a-)synchronous transition relation. Let SY-DCA and AS-DCA be the deter- 
ministic subclasses. 
To keep descriptions hort, we have not introduced finite configurations 
where all but a finite number of cells are in a quiescent state. The particular 
cell space constructed in the next section does in fact use only finite 
configurations--more than that, the construction could be carried out with a 
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finite number of cells. On the other hand, Petri nets are based from the 
beginning on a finite number of components. Even if there was a countable 
number of modules with some locally bounded interconnection pattern, the 
safe behavior of such infinite Petri nets could still be simulated by the 
universal cell space constructed below. 
A Petri net is a directed bicolored graph with a finite nonempty set of 
points P U T and a set of directed lines L c (p X T) U (T X P). P contains 
places (first color) and T transitions (second color). Let PN be the class of 
all Petri nets. A state of a Petri net is given by a marking c :P~ o 
assigning a finite number of tokens to every place. As for cell spaces, C will 
denote the set of states. A transition t C T is firable at marking c E C if all 
inputplaees of t contain at least one token (0 ~ cZ(L(t))). A firable t mayfire 
in which case one token is removed from all input places p C L(t)  and added 
to all output places p ~ E,(t) of t. 
For a transition t, the partial switch function E t from C to C is defined for 
marking e if t is firable at e. Then for every place p, 
E,(c) = c(p) + 1, if p ~ ff~(t)~(t), 
= c(p)  - 1, if p L ( t ) \£ ( t ) ,  
= c(p), else. 
Markings e and c' are in the transition relation F if c = c' or if the firing of 
all transitions of some set T'  (~ 4: T'  c T) produces c' independently of the 
sequential or concurrent firing of the t E T',  i.e., for all permutations 
(t 1 ..... t,) of T', Et, o ... o Et~(c ) is defined and equal to e'. 
Safe markings can be realized by finite state machines: for k ~ IN, c C C is 
k-safe if Vc' C F*(e) VpCP: e ' (p )~k .  Every k-safe marking is called 
bounded. By well-known standard techniques, any bounded marking and its 
behavior in a given Petri net can be simulated by another Petri net using 1- 
safe markings only. Therefore it makes sense to define safe as 1-safe (as is 
often done). For a given Petri net, the set of safe markings is thus csare = 
{e ~ C: Vc' C r*(c) Vp E P (c'(p) <~ 1)}. 
In the usual graphical representation of a Petri net, places are drawn as 
circles, transitions as bars and lines as connecting arrows (cf. Fig. 1 showing 
parts of a Petri net). Note that these arrows may intersect since the 
underlying graph is generally not planar. 
In PN we can distinguish a subclass SPN of standard Petri nets which 
consist only of copies of the components in Fig. 1 interconnected in such a 
way that a line in the net connects exactly one output line (labelled o~ ..... 06) 
of some component with exactly one input line (i 1 . . . . .  i7) of a different or the 
same component. The FAN-OUT component in Fig. 1 acts as a fan-out T- 
junction, FAN- IN  represents a fan-in T-junction and DECIS ION is a 
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FIG. 1. Components of a standard Petri net. 
universal decision component. The attribute "standard" will be motivated 
below. 
An (unlabelled) transition system of Keller (1975) S = (C, F) consists of a 
set of states C and a transition relation F c C 2. Obviously, every cell space 
Z and every Petri net X induce transition systems S z and S x, respectively 
("states" and "transition relations" of Z and X as defined above coincide 
with those of S z and Sx). Furthermore, a Petri net X induces the safe 
behavior of X being the transition system ~x'~'safe (csafe, F C3 (csafe)  2). This 
is a meaningful definition because safe markings remain safe under the tran- 
sition relation. 
The following notion of simulation adopted from Priese (1980, 1983) is 
defined between transition systems thus also covering the simulation between 
cell spaces and Petri nets. A transition system S 2 = (C2,F2) simulates a 
transition system S l=  (C 1,F1) if there exists a code function 
U: C 1 --* 2c2\/O } such that for all states c~, c' 1 C C~, c2 E U(c~) and e2 C C z, 
we have 
(1) c', C F*(c,) ¢~ ~c~ ~ U(c'0: c~ C F*(c2), 
(2) e 2 ~ r*(e:) ~ ~d 1 C C, 3d z C U(d~): d 2 C F*(e2), 
(3) U(e0 c~ t:(e',) = o.  
To demonstrate the flavor of such a definition, refer to Fig. 2. Each state c of 
S 1 is simulated by a "block" U(e) of states of $2. Any state x in such a 
block is "attached" (to S~) in the sense that by using condition (3), its block 
U(e) and hence e are uniquely determined. 
Condition (1) means that any computation in S~ (c~ => ... => c'~) can also 
be performed in S 2 (e2 ~ .." => e~), and any computation in Sz starting and 
ending with attached states c 2 and e~ has a counterpart in S I- 
Condition (2) ensures that any S2-computation starting with an attached 
state e 2, even when using a possibly nonattachable state e2, can always be 
led to an attached state d z. Thus no hang-up in nonattachable states may 
Occur.  
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Condition (1): 
Xxc +  ... f c ,xxx I 
block U(cl) block U(c]) 
Condition (2): St: cI dl 
1 I 
X C2 . . . .  > e2  ~> .-. da  x x 
block U(c¢) block U(dl) 
FIG. 2. Visualization of simulation. 
Our notion of simulation applies in particular to cell spaces and Petri nets. 
For example, 
(i) a Petri net X z simulates a Petri net X 1 if transition system Sx2 
simulates Sxl ; 
(ii) the safe behavior of a Petri net X 2 simulates the safe behavior of 
a Petri net  X 1 if S safe simulates S safe that is, if all safe markings of X 1 are  
X2 X 1 ' 
simulated by safe markings of X2; 
(iii) a cell space Z simulates the safe behavior of a Petri net X if S z 
s imula tes  .K'safe 
~X " 
Our definition of simulation has been developed independently of the 
similar notion of "reduction" by Kwong (1977). Some later translations of 
Kwong's notion to "simulation" as defined by Kasai and Miller (1979) and 
Jensen (1980) adopt a mapping U: C~ Cz which appears to be too 
restrictive. For a further discussion see Priese (1980, 1983). 
3. UNIVERSAL CELLULAR SIMULATORS OF PETRI NETS 
In the following, only standard Petri nets as defined in the previous ection 
will be used because any Petri net X can be simulated by a standard Petri 
net X' ,  this simulation involving in particular the simulation of the safe 
behavior of X by the safe behavior of X'.  The proof of this claim involves 
some work, as nonpersistent Petri nets have to be simulated by nets with a 
standardized local conflict structure. 
In passing let us note that the APA nets of Priese (1978, 1980) consist of 
automata with a simple local combinatorial structure operating in a 
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sequential, asynchronously concurrent or synchronous manner. Standard 
Petri nets as compared with arbitrary Petri nets have a similar local 
advantage: while the application of an arbitrary Petri net transition relation 
is not a local process (a not universally boundable number of transitions 
may be in a mutual conflict), this is true for standard nets where the special 
structure guarantees in particular that conflicts may only occur within the 
universal DECISION component (Fig. 1). Exactly these local properties 
permit a direct implementation i  cell spaces having a homogeneous hence 
local neighbor elation. APA nets, by the way, are not only used for the 
reduction of Petri nets to standard nets but also for the demonstration of
simple computation-universal e f-reproducing 2-dimensional asynchronous 
systems (Priese, 1974). For the present paper, we only need the following: 
LEMMA. The safe behavior of a Petri net is always simulatable by the 
safe behavior of some standard Petri net. 
For a proof see Priese (1983). The main result of this paper is the 
following: 
THEOREM. There is an asynchronous deterministic 
Y = (d, Q, f ,  N, F) C AS-DCA with the following properties: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
cell space 
Y is 2-dimensional: d = 2, 
Y has 6 cell states: IQI = 6, 
every cell in Y has 9 neighbors: INI = 9, 
the safe behavior of any Petri net X C PN can be simulated by Y. 
The same universal simulation power is obtained by a synchronous nondeter- 
ministic eell space Y' = (d, Q, f ' ,  N, F) C SY-CA which differs from Y only 
in the local transition relation f '  being a minor modijTeation off. 
Note that although Y and Y' operate in the asynchronous and 
synchronous mode, respectively, the resulting global transition relations are 
equal. 
Proof Let Y be the 2-dimensional cell structure given by the set of cell 
states Q = {O, X, R, S, U, V}, the neighborhood template . 
U = ((-2, 0), ( -1,  0), (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (0, 2), (0, 1), (0, -1) ,  (0, -2 ) )  
(see Fig. 3), and a local transition relation f being deterministic hence a 
function and containing all cell state tuples q= (ql ..... qlo) C Q10 which 
occur in Table 1 or, if there is no q'10 with (ql ..... q9, q'lo) occuring in Table 1, 
are waiting transitions with q3 = q~o (q3 is the state of the center cell with 
relative coordinates (0, 0), q~o is the next state). Briefly, a cell remains 
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I1 [I 
Neighborhood template N. 
constant unless its neighborhood state occurs in Table 1. (Note that in our 
framework, it cannot be "observed" whether a cell of an asynchronous space 
executes a waiting transition or does not switch at all.) Now q is said to 
occur in Table 1 if there is a row ("rule") in Table 1 with each Of its entries 
e t satisfied by cell state qi for iE  {1 ..... 10}. Cell state qi satisfies entry ei if 
(1) e i =" . "  (any cell state), or 
(2) e i="g l " ' "  gk" for some 
(inclusion), or 
(3)  ei-="=/=gl "'" gk" for some 
(exclusion). 
kE  {1,2} and qi C {g~ ..... gk} 
kE{1,2 ,3}  and q i~ {g, ..... gk} 
Thus our rules are schemata of rules where " ."  denotes "any state allowed at 
this place," "g~ ... gk" denotes that exactly one of these states may occur, 
and "4:gl "" gk" tells that none of the states gl,..., gk is allowed at this place. 
Rule 2, for example, should be understood as follows: A cell in state R 
may switch to state X if it reads a U at its immediate neighbor cell below, 
whereas all remaining neighbor states may be arbitrary. Figure 4a shows one 
out of 67 theoretically possible situations with rule 2 applying. Also confer 
Fig. 8 where this rule is illustrated in a broader context. 
According to rule 12, a cell in state S may switch to X if its immediate 
upper neighbor cell is in state X but none of the states U, V, or X appears at 
its second-upper neighbor; the remaining neighbor states may again vary 
arbitrarily. Figure4b shows one out of 3 * 6 6 situations with rule 12 
applying while rule 12 does not apply to the situation given in Figure 4c. 
R S X 
R X X 
XXRO0 --> X 0 0 S O0 --> ~_ 0 0 S_O0 
U S S 
S S S 
(a) Rule 2 applying (b) Rule 12 applying (c) Rule 12 not applying 
FIG. 4. Illustrations of some rules of Table 1. 
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Cell structure Y combined with its asynchronous transition relation F 
yields the asynchronous deterministic cell space Y CAS-DCA of the 
theorem. To obtain the synchronous nondeterministic space Y 'E  SY-CA in 
the second part of the theorem, we modify f by adding to f waiting tran- 
sitions in all possible neighborhood states 
f '  =fL )  {q E Q,O: proj3q__ projaoq}" 
These are the "minor modifications" mentioned in the theorem. Obviously, 
F '  =F .  
Next, we want to demonstrate that the cell space just defined is able to 
simulate the safe behavior of any given Petri net X. By the lemma, we may 
assume X to be standard. Let c be a safe marking of X. Remember that the 
code function U assigns a set U(c) of cell configurations to marking c. The 
construction of such a block U(c) is carried out in two steps. First, a 
RRRRRRRRRR 
RIGHT 
SSSSSSSSSS 
LEFT 
SSSSS 
S 
LEFT-DOWN 
S 
RS I > 
S 
RRRRR 
DOWN-RIGHT 
RRRRR 
R > 
RI 
UP-RIGHT 
SSSSS 
< R 
S 
I R 
UP-LEFT 
m ~  R 
R 
RRRRR 
RIGHT-UP 
S 
s 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
R S 
UP DOWN 
S 
RRRRS S 
S S 
, S S 
S S 
v S RRRRORRRR 
RIGHT-DOWN S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
R _ _  < I S 
R S 
RSSSS SSSSS 
R DOWN-LEFT 
LEFT-UP 
CROSSOVER 
FIG. 5. Topological components (wires) and their implementing cell wires. 
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particular cell configuration t? in U(c) is constructed from marking c, and 
second, it is defined which variations of (7 constitute block U(c). 
For the first step, we decompose the standard Petri net X into its 
components. These Petri net components are replaced by their implementing 
cell components as given in Fig. 6. Obviously, the connecting lines of the 
Petri net can be implemented by using the cell wires of Fig. 5 if the cell 
components are positioned in the cell space in an appropriate mutual 
distance. This is the well-known "structured" transformation technique (e.g., 
Banks, 1971, Codd, 1968, Gohe, 1975, Priese, 1974). 
Basically, wires leading from the left to the right (RIGHT) and bottom-up 
(UP) are constructed by cell state R, the dual wires (LEFT and DOWN) by 
S. Cell state O (often represented by a blank) constitutes the environment of 
all components. U and V are auxiliary states and X is the signal state. By 
the way, the "appendices" S and R of components RIGHT-DOWN, UP- 
LEFT, LEFT-UP, and DOWN-RIGHT in Fig. 5 are needed for technical 
reasons only. 
To complete the construction of ?, every token of c is represented by a 
signal X on one of the input lines i 1 . . . . .  i 7 of Fig. 6, standardized in some 
meaningful way, say, in a distance of three cells from the "junction" of a 
component as indicated by an example in Fig. 7. 
For the second step of the construction of block U(c), this block consists 
of E itself and all configurations differing from ? only by the position of the 
signals in such a way that no signal has passed the junctions of the 
components. In other words, a cell wire always connects one output of type 
01 ..... 06 of a component with the input of type i 1 . . . . .  i 7 of a second 
component; different signal positions along such a wire and their 
iI• 01 R . ~ s  R R R RRRRO i2 RRRRRRRRR ii S R S R S R 02 S R 
13 
FAN-OUT FAN-IN 
it i5 iB iv S S S S  
S S S S  
S S S S  
S S S S  
S S S S  
S S S  
S S S  
S S S  
S S S  
S S S  
DECISION 
FIG. 6. Standard Petri net components and their implementing cell components. 
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RXRRO 
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S 
FIG. 7. Representation f a token by a signal. 
corresponding cell configurations are identified by a block. Obviously, the 
Petri net marking c can effectively be reconstructed from any member of 
block U(c).  
The following properties are sufficient to understand the dynamic cell 
behavior induced by the local transition relation and the cooperation of 
signals, wires and components. 
(1) The direction of a wire (RIGHT, DOWN, etc.) determines in 
which direction a signal on this wire will move. 
(2) The safeness of Petri net marking c ensures that any wire contains 
at most one signal (however, two signals may meet on a CROSSOVER). 
(3) A signal entering a FAN-OUT at input i I will duplicate and leave 
at o 1 and 02. 
(4) An input signal to the FAN-IN at either input i 2 or input i 3 (the 
safeness excludes the simultaneous case) proceeds to output 03 . 
(5) Two or more signals at inputs i4,..., i 7 of a DECISION component 
will result in one or two output signals at o4, os, and 06, and possibly an 
input signal left alone awaiting further signals to arrive. 
The validity of properties (1)-(5) which will be discussed next, obviously 
ensures the holding of condition (1) of the definition of simulation for this 
case. A nonattachable state e 2 as mentioned in condition (2) of the definition 
of simulation may occur in just one case: while the DECISION component 
executes a decision, it may happen that the origin of some of the input 
signals is forgotten while the output is not yet decided. Needless to say that 
the decision will be completed thus leading to a new block in the range of the 
code function U which guarantees condition (2). 
The remainder of the proof is dedicated to an illustration of the cell 
components. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the interesting parts of the time 
graph (that is, all possible futures) of a signal entering a FAN-OUT 
component on input wire i 1 from left to right (upper configuration of Fig. 8). 
Two signals leave output wires o I and o 2 by independently moving up and 
down with a nondeterministic speed (bottom-right configuration). A t ran-  
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FIG. 8. Partial time graph of the FAN-OUT component. 
sition between two configurations labelled "a" arises when _all cells switch 
simultaneously and do not just execute a waiting transition; if more than one 
cell changes its state properly, all combinations of the switching of these 
cells are included in the time graph as well. 
Figure 9 gives a typical example of the behavior of the universal cellular 
DECISION component. In (a), three signals (representing Petri net tokens) 
are assumed to arrive on input wires i4, i5, and i 6 (in the Petri net 
terminology, DECISION acts in this case as an "arbiter"): the left output 04 
or its neighbor output 05 must be chosen nondeterministically, and the 
unused signal (token) should await further use at its initial position. 
We assume that the three signals have simultaneously reached position (fl) 
in Fig. 9. Three possible applications of rule 36 yield configurations (7), (Q, 
and (Q. (7) may lead via (~) to (x) where a signal leaves DECISION on its 
left output wire 04 . 
Configuration (e) operates imilarly to (7) by releasing an output signal at 
05. In (~), the output has not yet been determined. It depends on the first U 
changing to V. A similar "competition" exists in (0). Note that in the 
synchronous interpretation, the nondeterministically chosen waiting tran- 
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sitions ensure that DECISION will not only flip back and forth between (0  
and (0). (As an asynchronous pace, on the other hand, the space is locally 
deterministic.) 
In the general case, four signals entering the cellular DECISION 
component may lead to configurations which cannot uniquely be assigned to 
some state of the Petri net DECISION component. In any case, however, 
these nonattachable steps will lead back to some state simulating a Petri net 
state. 
It is impossible to discuss in the present paper all interesting situations 
that may develop from the components in Figs. 5 and 6. These cases have 
been tested extensively with the support of an interactive computer program. 
The list of rules in Table 1 has been proved to be free of contradictions. The 
last column of Table 1 indicates an example in which this rule is applied. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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4. EXTENSION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
We have proved by construction that the safe behavior of any Petri net X 
can be simulated by a simple universal cell structure Y which may operate in 
a synchronous or asynchronous manner. The following remarks are meant o 
round the results and techniques of proof. 
(1) A general result in Golze (1978) implies that any asynchronous cell 
space can be simulated by a deterministic one by tripling the number of cell 
states. In the proof of the theorem, however, local determinism was achieved 
directly. 
(2) The only "true" global nondeterminism in a standard Petri net occurs 
in the universal DECISION component (Fig. 1) and is simulated by the 
switching or not switching of three cells in the cellular DECISION com- 
ponent. 
(3) This DECISION component is the only part which requires the 
introduction of nonattachable states. They could be avoided if states of 
(black-box) components were considered rather than cell states. 
(4) For historical reasons we have used infinite cell spaces but finite Petri 
nets. (a) The cellular configurations used arefinite in the sense that all but a 
finite number of cells are in the quiescent state 0 with no activity arising in 
quiescent areas (f(O ..... O) = {O}). (b) Size and location of the nonquiescent 
part of a configuration were bounded, the Petri net simulation could 
therefore be carried out by a bounded number of cells. (c) One could think 
of an infinite Petri net with an infinite number of places and transitions using 
a finite number of tokens only. If the lengths of the lines connecting places 
and transitions were bounded in a suitable metric assigned to the places and 
transitions, even the safe behavior of such an infinite Petri net could be 
simulated by the universal cell space presented. 
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